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Abstract

We form methane hydrate by injecting methane gas into a brine‐saturated, 
coarse‐grained sample under hydrate‐stable thermodynamic conditions. 
Hydrate forms to a saturation of 11%, which is much lower than that 
predicted assuming three‐phase (gas‐hydrate‐brine) thermodynamic 
equilibrium (67%). During hydrate formation, there are temporary flow 
blockages. We interpret that a hydrate skin forms a physical barrier at the 
gas‐brine interface. The skin fails periodically when the pressure differential 
exceeds the skin strength. Once the skin is present, further hydrate 
formation is limited by the rate that methane can diffuse through the solid 
skin. This process produces distinct thermodynamic states on either side of 
the skin that allows gas to flow through the sample. This study illuminates 
how gas can be transported through the hydrate stability zone and thus 
provides a mechanism for the formation of concentrated hydrate deposits in 
sand reservoirs. It also illustrates that models that assume local equilibrium 
at the core‐scale and larger may not capture the fundamental behaviors of 
these gas flow and hydrate formation processes.

Plain Language Summary

Methane hydrate is a crystalline solid composed of water and methane that 
forms at low temperature and high pressure. It is a major component of the 
carbon cycle and an enormous potential energy resource. It can be found in 
deep ocean sediments within thick, sandy layers above accumulations of 
methane gas. These hydrate deposits may form by the upward flow of 
buoyant methane gas from warm regions, where gas is stable, to cold 
regions, where hydrate is stable. We simulate this process experimentally by
injecting gas into a cold, pressurized sand core. A significant amount of 
hydrate forms, and methane gas advances through the sand despite being in
a region where it should solidify into hydrate. Our analysis of the X‐ray 
images and the fluid volumes and pressures suggests that, during injection, 
a thin hydrate skin forms at the gas‐brine interface. The hydrate skin 
separates the gas from the liquid and limits hydrate formation, allowing gas 



to flow through the sand. This mechanism may form high concentrations of 
hydrates in sands in geologic systems.

1 Introduction

Gas hydrate is a crystalline compound composed of a low molecular weight 
gas, most commonly methane, encased in a water lattice (Kvenvolden & 
McMenamin, 1980). It is stable at low temperature, low salinity, and high 
pressure where the methane concentration is above the solubility limit 
(Sloan & Koh, 2007). As a result, hydrate primarily forms in marine 
sediments along continental margins and beneath permafrost (Boswell & 
Collett, 2011).

Approximately, 10% of natural hydrate occurs in coarse‐grained material 
(Boswell & Collett, 2011), which have favorable production characteristics 
(Boswell & Collett, 2011; Moridis et al., 2009; Yamamoto et al., 2014). Some 
of these reservoirs consist of thick, dipping, sand layers, bounded by low 
permeability material, that contain gas hydrate above and free gas below 
the hydrate stability zone (Boswell, Collett, et al., 2012; Boswell et al., 2009; 
Crutchley et al., 2015; Tréhu et al., 2004). Hydrate exists in these sand 
layers far above the base of hydrate stability at saturations ranging between 
60 and 90% (Collett et al., 2012). The processes responsible for the 
formation of these thick, high concentration, hydrate deposits far above the 
base of hydrate stability remain a conundrum.

Three mechanisms are proposed for the formation of high hydrate 
concentrations in sand reservoirs: (1) short‐range diffusion of dissolved 
methane into a sand layer from surrounding fine‐grained material, (2) long‐
range advection of dissolved methane upward into the gas hydrate stability 
zone (GHSZ) and associated short‐range methane diffusion, and (3) long‐
range, buoyancy‐driven advection of free methane gas into the GHSZ from 
below.

The first two mechanisms have been modeled (Cook & Malinverno, 2013; 
Nole et al., 2016; You & Flemings, 2017), with some field (Davie & Buffett, 
2003; Malinverno & Goldberg, 2015; You & Flemings, 2017) and 
experimental (Priegnitz et al., 2013; Spangenberg et al., 2005) verification. 
In thick sands, short‐range diffusion generates high hydrate concentrations 
at the boundaries of the sand, but low concentrations in the center (Rempel, 
2011; You & Flemings, 2017). Long‐range advection and diffusion of 
dissolved methane can result in significant saturations of hydrate but 
requires very long time scales due to the low methane solubility in water and
small solubility gradient between the advecting and surrounding fluids 
(Davie & Buffett, 2003; Nole et al., 2016; Rempel & Buffett, 1997; Torres et 
al., 2004; Xu & Ruppel, 1999).

The advection of free methane gas into the GHSZ has also been modeled 
(Liu & Flemings, 2007; Torres et al., 2004; You, Kneafsey, et al., 2015) and 
studied in the field (Haeckel et al., 2004; Liu & Flemings, 2006; Tréhu et al., 



2004). In this mechanism, free methane gas below the GHSZ migrates 
upward, driven by buoyancy, and preferentially accumulates in high 
permeability, coarse‐grained layers (England et al., 1987; Schowalter, 1979).
The high capillary entry pressure of the fine‐grained material above the sand
restricts vertical gas transport (England et al., 1987; Schowalter, 1979). 
Instead, gas migrates updip into the GHSZ, forming hydrate (Liu & Flemings, 
2006; Torres et al., 2004; Tréhu et al., 2004) and elevating the local pore 
fluid salinity (Hesse & Harrison, 1981; Torres et al., 2004; Ussler & Paull, 
2001). With continual gas supply, hydrate forms until the local salinity is 
elevated to the three‐phase concentration (Liu & Flemings, 2007; You, 
DiCarlo, et al., 2015), which occurs at the three‐phase (gas, liquid, and 
hydrate) equilibrium hydrate saturation (Sheq). At three‐phase equilibrium, 
hydrate formation is limited and gas migrates farther into the GHSZ (Liu & 
Flemings, 2007; Torres et al., 2004; You, DiCarlo, et al., 2015). This process 
produces an upward‐propagating hydrate formation front with hydrate, gas, 
and water present at three‐phase equilibrium conditions behind the front and
brine at initial salinity present ahead of the front.

In this study, we performed experiments to elucidate the process of hydrate 
formation through gas injection. We injected methane gas into brine‐
saturated, coarse‐grained samples under hydrate‐stable conditions. 
Approximately 40% of the methane injected was converted into hydrate, 
resulting in bulk hydrate saturation within the affected volume of 11%, far 
below that predicted by bulk thermodynamic equilibrium (67%). We propose 
that a hydrate skin forms at the gas‐brine interface that separates the gas 
and brine phases. The skin limits hydrate formation and forms local and 
distinct thermodynamic states on either side of the hydrate skin but does not
significantly impede gas flow. This process provides a mechanism for gas 
transport through the hydrate stability zone. It also illustrates that models 
that assume local thermodynamic equilibrium at the core‐scale and larger 
may not capture the fundamental physics of gas transport and hydrate 
formation in the hydrate stability zone.

2 Methods

2.1 Experimental Setup

We performed each experiment in a vertical pressure vessel consisting of 
steel endcaps and an X‐ray transparent, aluminum cylinder surrounded by a 
cooling jacket (Figure 1), similar to other hydrate formation cells (Kneafsey 
et al., 2007; Seol & Kneafsey, 2009; You, Kneafsey, et al., 2015). We packed 
the sediment samples in a Viton® sleeve (17.8 cm length; 5.1 cm internal 
diameter; 0.25 cm wall thickness) that was sealed on each end with steel 
endcaps. The endcaps were fitted with stainless steel filters, to prevent 
sediment migration out of the sample.



Figure 1

Diagram of the experimental apparatus. The sample (approx. 12 cm length and 5 cm diameter) was 
suspended within the confining cell. Two thermistors (T) recorded the confining temperature, three 
syringe pumps controlled the fluid flow, and three pressure transducers (P) tracked the pressure of the
pore and confining fluids. The inlet valve that separated the gas and brine prior to the experiment is 
colored red. The red dashed line indicates the portion of the system that was in the hydrate stability 
zone.

We recorded 5‐min moving averages of the pressure and temperature data 
and recorded the pump volume data every 5 min. We used three Teledyne 
ISCO syringe pumps (flow accuracy ±0.9 nL/hr; pump resolution = 31.7 nL) 
to separately control the downstream brine flow rate (outlet), upstream 
methane pressure (inlet), and confining pressure (Figure 1). We used three 
UNIK 5000 pressure transducers to monitor the confining (Pconf), methane 
(Pin), and brine (Pout) pressures (Figure 1). We recorded the confining fluid 
temperature using two thermistors located in the confining cell, near the top 
and bottom of the sample (Figure 1), and tracked the ambient temperature 
using a thermocouple near the inlet pump. We used these data to confirm 
that the confining and ambient temperatures were kept constant (±0.2°C) 
and to calculate temperature corrections for the gas pump volume. We did 
not directly measure the temperature inside the sample. However, the 
thermal diffusivity of saturated sands (α) is approximately 10−6 m2 s−1 (Liu & 



Flemings, 2007), which indicates a generic time scale for conduction (
) across the sample radius (rsmpl) of approximately 0.18 hr. Since our 

experiments were run over the course of 85 hr, there was ample time for 
heat to dissipate by conduction. Thus, the confining thermistors provided a 
reasonable estimation of the internal sample temperature.

2.2 Sample Preparation

Each sample consisted primarily of medium (362‐μm median grain size; 263‐
μm 10th percentile; 502‐μm 90th percentile), uniform (1.48 uniformity 
coefficient; Lambe, 1969), silica sand from Sigma‐Aldrich® (product no. 
274739). We added 0.5 wt % smectite‐rich clay from the Gulf of Mexico in 
the Eugene Island protraction area (Casey et al., 2013) to accelerate hydrate
nucleation (Riestenberg et al., 2003). We stirred the dry sediment mixture 
with a whisk to assure a reasonably homogeneous clay distribution within 
the sample and packed the sample using slow, dry pluviation (Germaine & 
Germaine, 2009). We calculated the gravimetric porosity of the sample (ϕgrav)
from the mass of sediment, the total sample volume (Vtot), and the solid grain
density (ρs = 2.65 g/mL). We secured the sample inside the pressure vessel, 
filled the vessel with confining fluid, and transferred it to the vertical hanger 
frame.

While in the vertical position, we used two vacuum pumps to create a small 
pressure gradient within the sample that induced upward brine flow and 
pulled five pore volumes of brine through the sample. We collected the brine 
downstream and confirmed that no clay was entrained in the effluent brine. 
We then raised the pore (Ppore) and confining pressures to experimental 
conditions (Table 1), using the outlet and confining pumps, and measured 
the Skempton coefficient (β = ΔPpore/ΔPconf) (Skempton, 1954). The β‐value 
was always greater than 0.85 after pressurization, suggesting that a 
negligible amount of gas remained in the sample.

We performed constant flow permeability tests (Olsen, 1966) at flow rates 
ranging from 5 to 50 mL/min on two brine‐saturated samples at our 
experimental conditions. We determined that these samples had an intrinsic 
permeability of 4.9 ± 0.4 Darcy, which is a reasonable value for clean sand 
packs with approximately 40% porosity (Davis & DeWiest, 1967; Onur, 2014;
West, 2010).



2.3 Experimental Procedure

With the pore pressure (Ppore) at the experimental condition (Table 1), we 
pressurized the inlet pump to match Ppore but kept the brine and methane 
separated at the inlet valve (Figure 1: red valve), outside the hydrate 
stability zone (Figure 1: red dashed box). We then cooled the sample to the 
experimental temperature (Table 1) and, prior to starting the experiment, 
identified and reduced any fluid leaks to less than 2% of the drainage rate. 
We then opened the inlet valve, bringing gas in contact with the brine, and 
rapidly (1 mL/min) removed enough brine to bring gas in direct contact with 
the sample. The gas and brine in the tubing were at room temperature 
during this process, which makes it very unlikely that hydrate formed within 
the tubing upstream of the sample. We then removed brine from the base of 
the sample at a constant rate (0.18 mL/hr) and maintained a constant gas 
pressure. We ended the experiments when the CT‐derived low bulk density 
front (gas or hydrate) reached the sample outlet in order to maintain 
confidence in the masses of methane and brine in the sample.

2.4 Experimental Parameters

We performed one gas flood (two‐phase) experiment and three hydrate 
formation (three‐phase) experiments (Table 1). We saturated the samples 
with a 7 wt % NaCl brine to reduce the predicted three‐phase equilibrium 
hydrate saturation (Sheq) from 84% to 67%. We maintained a constant 
effective stress (Peff = Pconf − Ppore) of 0.7 MPa to limit sand migration and flow
along the sample‐sleeve boundary.

The maximum temperature at which hydrate is stable at the experimental 
pressure and salinity conditions is 11.5°C (Liu & Flemings, 2007). The gas 
flood experiment, Gas‐1, was kept 3.2°C greater than the hydrate stability 
temperature (Table 1). The hydrate formation experiments, Hydrate‐1, 
Hydrate‐2, and Hydrate‐3, were kept 10.5°C below the stability temperature 
(Table 1), to encourage rapid hydrate nucleation (Rees et al., 2011; Seol & 
Kneafsey, 2009; You, Kneafsey, et al., 2015).

2.5 X‐ray Computed Tomography Scan Methods

We performed the gas flood (Gas‐1) and one hydrate formation experiment 
(Hydrate‐1) within a medical CT scanner. We collected scans, prior to the 
experiment, of the sample filled with only methane (dry) and only brine (wet)
and then collected scans at least every 24 hr throughout the experiment. 
Each scan consisted of prismatic voxels (3 mm × 0.23 mm × 0.23 mm) 
approximately one grain wide and six grains long.

We determined the sample porosity (ϕCT) of each voxel using the CT 
attenuations measured in the wet (CTwet) and dry (CTdry) samples (Appendix 
Appendix A):

 (1)



CTl − g is equal to the difference in CT attenuations of pure brine and 
methane. We calibrated this value by assuming that the CT‐derived porosity,
averaged over the entire sample, equaled the gravimetric porosity (Appendix
Appendix A). We used the CT porosity from each voxel (ϕCT), the grain 
density (ρs), and the fluid (ρl = 1.063 g/cm3) density (Hassanzadeh et al., 
2008; Pitzer, 1991) to calculate the bulk density of every voxel when only 
brine ( ) or methane ( ) was present in the sample. We linearly interpolated 
between these endpoint values to determine the bulk density of each voxel 
in each scan taken during the experiment ( ):

 (2)

We calculated the methane gas phase saturation (Sg) in each voxel in Gas‐1 
using linear interpolation between the experimental bulk density and the 
bulk density endpoints of each voxel:

 (3)

We also used the CT scans to determine the affected voxels, defined by 
where the change in sample bulk density ( ) exceeded the CT 
scanner measurement error (±0.024 g/mL; Appendix Appendix B). With a 
porosity of 40%, 0.024 g/mL equates to replacing the brine in a voxel with 
either 6% gas or 38% hydrate. We determined the pore volume of the 
affected voxels by multiplying the voxel volume (1.8 × 10−4 mL) by the initial
porosity of each affected voxel (ϕCT). We then calculated the total affected 
volume (Vaff) as the sum of the individual pore volumes of each affected 
voxel. The affected volume may be underestimated by between 0.5 and 2.6 
mL due to the fluid dispersion grooves in the sample endcap and an 
approximately 1‐mm buffer between the endcap and the first CT slice. This 
error decreases throughout the experiment, however, relative to the total 
estimated affected volume.

3 Results

3.1 Sample Porosity

The CT‐derived porosity (equation 1) in Gas‐1 (Figure 2a: red line) and 
Hydrate‐1 (Figure 2a: green line) decreased downward from 43.5% to 38% 
and 39%, respectively. Sediment compaction during packing resulted in low 
porosity regions near the sample outlets and sample handling created 
narrow, high porosity fingers extending down the edges of the samples 
(Figures 2b and 2c).



Figure 2

Computed tomography (CT)‐derived initial porosity of samples used in the Gas‐1 and Hydrate‐1, 
calculated from the dry and wet scans (equation 1). (a) CT porosity, averaged across each slice, with 
distance from the inlet in Gas‐1 (red line) and Hydrate‐1 (green line). (b and c) Porosity along the 
center plane of the sample in Gas‐1 and Hydrate‐1.

3.2 Pressure Differentials

In Gas‐1, no significant pressure differentials (dP = Pin − Pout) across the 
sample were observed (Figure 3a: red line). In the hydrate formation 
experiments, however, temporary pressure differentials continuously formed 
and dissipated (Figure 3a: green line). Since the gas pressure was held 
constant, these differential pressures were the result of decreasing brine 
pressure. Individual pressure differentials increased at approximately 0.18 
MPa/hr before exceeding some critical value and decreasing rapidly (Figure 
3b: green line). Typically, the samples maintained a differential pressure of 
approximately 0.1 MPa throughout the experiments but reached maximum 
values in Hydrate‐1, Hydrate‐2, and Hydrate‐3 of 0.48, 0.25, and 0.69 MPa, 
respectively. Differential pressure development was correlated with a 
significant reduction in the gas flow rate and, when the differential pressure 
dissipated, was followed by rapid gas flow into the sample (Figure 3b: black 
line).



Figure 3

Differential pressure (dP) development in Hydrate‐1. Similar behavior was observed in all hydrate 
formation experiments. (a) Differential pressure results from both Gas‐1 (red line) and Hydrate‐1 
(green line). Temporary pressure differentials, not observed in Gas‐1, developed throughout Hydrate‐1.
(b) Development of a single pressure differential in Hydrate‐1 compared to the volume of methane 
injected during the same period.

3.3 Fluid Volumes

In Gas‐1, the volume of methane injected (Vm; Figure 4: red line) was always 
approximately equal to the volume of brine removed (Vl; Figure 4: dashed 
black line). In the hydrate experiments (Figure 4: green, pink, and blue lines) 
the methane injected always exceeded the brine removed within the first 1.5
hr of the experiment and, after 85 hr, an average of 22.6 ± 1 mL of methane
had been injected into the samples. Fluctuations in the volume data were 
driven by minor ambient temperature variations.



Figure 4

Comparison of the volumes of the methane injected during the gas flood (red line) and hydrate 
formation experiments (green, pink, and blue lines) compared to experimental minimum (dashed black
line) and maximum (solid black line) end‐members (Appendix C).

3.4 CT‐Derived Bulk Density

In Gas‐1, the bulk density decrease exceeded the CT error (Figure 5a: red 
dashed line) within the upper 2 cm, after 48 hr (Figure 5a: black dashed 
line), and the upper 3 cm, after 83 hr (Figure 5a: black dotted line). The gas 
saturation (equation 3) near the inlet increased from 61% to 66%, between 
48 and 83 hr, and always decreased downward. Gas flow was primarily 
concentrated along a narrow finger at the edge of the sample (Figures 5b–
5d) coincident with a zone of high initial porosity (Figure 2b).

Figure 5



Evolution of the change in computed tomography (CT)‐derived bulk density (equation 2) during Gas‐1. 
(a) Bulk density change, averaged across each slice, as a function of distance from the inlet. Gas 
saturation is calculated using equation 3, assuming a porosity of 40%. The dashed red line indicates 
the CT measurement error (section 2.5), and the shaded regions indicate one standard deviation in the
CT data. (b–d) Two‐dimensional change in bulk density along the center plane of the sample after 0, 
48, and 83 hr elapsed.

At the beginning of Hydrate‐1, the bulk density decrease exceeded the CT 
error (Figure 6a: red dashed line) within the top 0.5 cm of the sample (Figure
6a: solid black line) due to gas injection during experiment initialization. This 
decrease was concentrated in the upper corners of the sample (Figure 6b) 
where the initial porosity was high (Figure 2c). After 48 hr, the bulk density 
decreased in the region from 0 to 3.6 cm (Figure 6a: dashed black line) 
throughout the center of the sample (Figure 6c). Below 3.6 cm, there was 
flow both down the sample edge and across the sample (Figure 6c). After 85 
hr, the bulk density decreased within the region from 3.5–7 cm (Figure 6a: 
dotted black line), relative to 48 hr elapsed, primarily in the center of the 
sample and along the opposite edge from the original preferential flow 
(Figure 6d).

Figure 6

Evolution of the change in computed tomography (CT)‐derived bulk density (equation 2) during 
Hydrate‐1. (a) Bulk density change, averaged across each slice, as a function of distance from the 
inlet. The dashed red line indicates the CT measurement error (section 2.5), and the shaded regions 
indicate one standard deviation in the CT data. (b–d) Two‐dimensional change in bulk density along the
center plane of the sample after 0, 48, and 85 hr elapsed.

3.5 Affected Volumes

In Gas‐1, the affected volume (Vaff; section 2.5) increased to 25.4 mL by the 
end of the experiment (Figure 7: red dots) at approximately 0.3 (Figure 7: 
dashed red line) mL/hr. In contrast, in Hydrate‐1, the affected volume 
increased to 60.1 mL by the end of the experiment (Figure 7: green dots) at 
approximately 0.7 (Figure 7: dashed green line) mL/hr.



Figure 7

Affected volume during Gas‐1 (red dots) and Hydrate‐1 (green dots). The dashed lines indicated the 
best fit linear trends for each experiment.

4 Mass Balance Analysis

We use mass balance (Appendix Appendix C) to determine the relationship 
between the volumes of gas injected and brine removed and the amount of 
hydrate and gas present in the sample (Figure 8). We assume that (1) the 
brine density is constant (maximum density increase due to elevated 
salinities is 13% of the initial density), (2) the mass of methane dissolved in 
the brine is negligible, and (3) the pore volume is constant (confirmed by 
monitoring the confining pump volume and axial CT slice radii).



Figure 8

Volumetric injection ratio (Xinj; solid line) and volumetric hydrate (Xh; dashed line) and gas (Xg; dot‐
dashed line) phase ratios as a function of the mass conversion ratio (Xconv). The red dashed lines show 
the average Xconv, Xinj, Xg, and Xh at the final state of the hydrate experiments (red cross). The inset 
images show normalized gas (red), hydrate (green), and liquid (blue) phase volumes in a unit cell with 
Xconv equal to 0, 0.5, and 1. The black dashed line in each inset image indicates the original volume of 
brine removed from the unit cell.

We convert the volumes of methane injected (Vm) and brine removed (Vl) 
during each experiment (Figure 4) into an equivalent methane (mm) and 
water (mw) mass. mm must be equal to the mass of methane gas ( ) plus 
the mass of methane in the hydrate ( ) in the sample ( ). mw 
must be equal to the original mass of water in the sample (mwi) minus the 
masses of water in liquid ( ) and hydrate ( ) in the sample (

). We calculate  and  from mass balance (Appendix C) 
and convert these values into equivalent volumes of the free gas (Vg) and 
hydrate (Vh) using the phase densities and stoichiometry (Table E1).

From this mass balance, we define the following ratios (Appendix C): (1) The 
mass conversion ratio ( ) is the ratio of the mass of methane 
converted to hydrate to the total mass of methane injected; (2) the 
volumetric injection ratio (Xinj = Vm/Vl) is the ratio of the volume of methane 
injected to the volume of brine removed (Figure 8: solid line); (3) the 
volumetric gas phase ratio (Xg = Vg/Vl) is the ratio of the volume of methane 
gas in the sample and the volume of brine removed (Figure 8: dot‐dashed 
line); and (4) the volumetric hydrate phase ratio (Xh = Vh/Vl) is the ratio of 



the volume of hydrate in the sample and the volume of brine removed 
(Figure 8: dashed line).

With no gas conversion (Xconv = 0), the volume of methane injected equals 
the volume of brine removed (Xinj = 1) and all the methane is in the gaseous 
phase (Xg = 1; Xh = 0). With total gas conversion into hydrate (Xconv = 1), the 
volume of methane injected is 5.34 times the volume of brine removed (Xinj 
= 5.34), there is no gaseous phase (Xg = 0), and there is 4.93 times more 
hydrate present than brine removed (Xh = 4.93). These cases represent the 
minimum (Figure 4: dashed black line) and maximum (Figure 4: solid black 
line) hydrate formation scenarios for our experiments. An injection ratio 
between these end‐members indicates partial gas conversion into hydrate 
and the presence of both methane gas and hydrate in the sample at a 
particular volumetric ratio.

In Gas‐1, Xinj was always approximately 1 (Figure 9: red line), indicating that 
no hydrate formed in the sample (Xconv = 0) and that gas directly replaced 
brine (Xg = 1; Xh = 0), as expected. In the hydrate experiments, Xinj and Xconv 
slowly increased (Figure 9: green, pink, and blue lines), to final values, 
averaged across all experiments, of 1.48 ± 0.06 and 0.40 ± 0.03, 
respectively (Figures 8 and 9: red cross), indicating that both gas and 
hydrate were present in the sample throughout the experiments. At this 
conversion ratio, the volumetric gas (Xg = 0.90) and hydrate (Xh = 0.55) 
phase ratios at the end of the experiments (Figure 8) indicate that the 
combined volume of gas and hydrate in the sample was 1.45 times greater 
than the volume of brine removed.

Figure 9

Comparison of volumetric injection (Xinj) and mass conversion (Xconv) ratios during the gas flood (red 
line) and hydrate formation (green, pink, and blue lines) experiments (Appendix C). The red cross 
indicates the average Xconv and Xinj and the end of the hydrate experiments. Decrease in Xconv in 
Hydrate‐3 after 62 hr was caused by a persistent gas flow blockage.



We calculate the bulk phase saturations of the methane gas (Sg), liquid brine 
(Sl), and solid hydrate (Sh) within the affected volume (Vaff) in our 
experiments using mass balance (Appendix Appendix D):

(4)

(5)

and

(6)

This calculation is susceptible to changes in the gas volume due to ambient 
temperature fluctuations and to the underestimation of Vaff (section 2.5). 
These errors are greatest near the beginning of the experiments when Vaff is 
smaller.

In Gas‐1, the mass balance‐derived bulk gas (Figure 10a: red dots), brine 
(Figure 10a: blue dots), and hydrate (Figure 10a: green dots) phase 
saturations within the affected volume reached steady state values of 58%, 
42%, and 0%, respectively. The CT‐derived bulk gas saturation (Figure 10a: 
red triangles) within the affected volume also increased to 58% during the 
experiment. The eventual agreement between the mass balance and CT‐
derived gas saturations indicates that the affected volume, at least in a gas‐
brine system, is an accurate measure of the volume containing gas. We 
assume this relationship extends to the gas‐brine‐hydrate system as well.

Figure 10

Bulk phase saturations within the affected volume during Gas‐1 and Hydrate‐1. (a) Mass balance‐
derived bulk gas (red dots), brine (blue dots), and hydrate (green dots) phase saturations compared to 
the computed tomography‐derived bulk gas phase saturation (red triangles) within the affected 
volume during Gas‐1. (b) Mass balance‐derived bulk brine (blue dots), hydrate (green dots), and gas 
(red dots) phase saturations within the affected volume during Hydrate‐1. The dashed green line 



represents the bulk hydrate saturation required to elevate the bulk salinity to the three‐phase 
equilibrium concentration.

In Hydrate‐1, between 23 and 85 hr, the average mass balance‐derived bulk 
gas (Figure 10b: red dots), brine (Figure 10b: blue dots), and hydrate (Figure 
10b: green dots) saturations within the affected volume were 21%, 68%, and
11%, respectively. Compared to Gas‐1, this indicated that hydrate formation 
in the sample resulted in a decrease in the amount of free gas present and 
an increase in the amount of brine remaining in the affected volume.

Liu and Flemings (2006) indicated that salt exclusion during hydrate 
formation raises the bulk salinity (C = Ci/[1 − Sh]) as a function of the 
hydrate saturation (Sh) and the initial salinity (Ci). The average Sh in the 
affected volume in Hydrate‐1 is 11%, which would elevate the brine salinity 
to 8.1 wt % NaCl in that region. This indicates that both the bulk salinity and 
the hydrate saturation during Hydrate‐1 were far below the three‐phase 
equilibrium values (Ceq = 21 wt % NaCl; Sheq = 68%).

5 Discussion

Our results illuminate how hydrate forms during gas injection into porous 
media at the core‐scale. We interpret that, during injection, a hydrate skin 
forms at the gas‐brine interface and separates the gas from the brine. As a 
result, the gas, hydrate, and brine are not at thermodynamic equilibrium. 
The formation of a hydrate skin has been demonstrated experimentally at 
the pore‐scale (Davies et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2012; Katsuki et al., 2007; 
Taylor et al., 2007). Our contribution is to demonstrate how this microscale 
phenomenon controls gas flow and hydrate formation at the macroscale.

We show that hydrate formation occurs rapidly and consistently at our 
experimental conditions (Figure 4), temporary flow blockages develop 
(Figure 3), and hydrate and gas are distributed throughout the sample 
(Figure 6). Approximately 40% of the methane injected during the hydrate 
experiments is converted into hydrate (Figure 9), which results in an average
hydrate saturation within the affected volume of 11% (Figure 10b). This 
saturation is much less than the hydrate saturation predicted assuming 
three‐phase equilibrium, which is 67% (Figure 10b: green dashed line). The 
brine saturation within the affected volume (Figure 10) in the hydrate 
experiments (68%) is much greater than in the gas flood experiment (42%). 
We present a conceptual hydrate formation model (Figure 11) and a one‐
dimensional diffusion model (Figure 12) that captures these macroscale 
observations.



Figure 11

Conceptual model of gas progression and hydrate skin growth at the pore‐ and core‐scales. (a) At the 
pore‐scale, between times t0 and t1, gas flows through the pores until it reaches mechanical 
equilibrium with the brine. A solid hydrate skin then forms at the gas‐brine interface and blocks flow. 
Between t1 and t2, methane diffuses through the skin, forming additional hydrate as a differential 
pressure develops across the skin. At t2, the hydrate skin fails and gas progresses farther into the 
sample, forming a new hydrate skin. (b) At the core‐scale, multiple interconnected gas flow paths, 
encased in hydrate skins, progress through the sample over time.



Figure 12

One‐dimensional model of hydrate formation and salinity evolution (Appendix E). (a) Cartoon of the 
model domain. Gas and brine are separated by a hydrate skin. Gas and hydrate are separated by a 
thin, liquid layer (premelt). The brine phase has a characteristic length (Lc). The hydrate skin increases 
in thickness (x) as methane diffuses across the hydrate. (b) Methane concentration profile across the 
hydrate (dashed line). (c) Hydrate skin thickness over time (solid line) calculated using equation 7. (d) 
Salt concentration in the brine after 0 s (blue line), 1 s (red line), and 1 min (green line) elapsed (Dm = 
10−15 m2s−1; Lc = 100 μm).

5.1 Macroscale Hydrate Formation Model

In the hydrate formation experiments, hydrate nucleates rapidly at the gas‐
brine interface, forming a continuous hydrate skin that blocks the pore 
throats along the flow path and, periodically, blocking flow entirely (Figure 
11a). After blockage, continued brine removal increases the pressure 
differential across the hydrate skin until it fails at the weakest point. Gas 
then flows into the sample until the gas and brine reach mechanical 
equilibrium. Subsequently, hydrate nucleates and a new hydrate skin forms 
over time with the rate limited by nucleation kinetics and/or the rate that the
hydrate solidifies into an impermeable skin (Natarajan et al., 1994; Skovborg
et al., 1993; Taylor et al., 2007). Through this process, gas is distributed and 
hydrate forms throughout the sample (Figure 11b). There was higher brine 
saturation (Figure 10) within a larger affected volume (Figure 7) in Hydrate‐
1, compared to Gas‐1. We interpret that the hydrate skin blocks gas access 
to a larger fraction of the pores and forces gas farther into the sample than 
would occur without hydrate.

5.2 Pore‐Scale Hydrate Skin Growth



The hydrate skin separates the brine and gas and limits hydrate formation to
the rate that methane can diffuse through the solid hydrate (Taylor et al., 
2007). We describe this process with a one‐dimensional model where 
methane is transported by diffusion through a liquid phase within the 
microporous hydrate (Kuhs et al., 2000; Kuhs et al., 2004). Between the 
methane gas and the hydrate, there is a thin, metastable, liquid layer (Figure
12a), similar to the premelted water observed in ice‐air systems (Dash et al., 
2006; Rempel et al., 2004), into which methane gas dissolves. The methane 
concentration at the gas‐hydrate interface equals the methane gas solubility 
in water ( ) because there is an abundance of methane gas and no water to
form hydrate. The methane concentration at the brine‐hydrate interface 
equals the hydrate solubility in water ( ) because the local concentration 
must be in equilibrium with hydrate.

In this model, the hydrate skin thickness (x) increases with the square root of
time (Appendix E1):

  (7)

The methane concentration gradient ( ; Figure 12b), the 
diffusion coefficient of methane through hydrate (Dm), and time control the 
hydrate skin thickness (equation 7). Dm can range from 10−14 m2 s−1 (Davies 
et al., 2010) to 10−16 m2 s−1 (Genov et al., 2004; Kuhs et al., 2006). For a 
value of Dm equal to 10−15 m2 s−1, the hydrate skin thickness (Figure 12c) is 
0.04 μm after 1 min, 0.28 μm after 1 hr, and 2.6 μm at our experimental 
time scale (85 hr). Over this period, the growth rate decreases 70‐fold due 
the increasing length scale through which methane must diffuse (Figure 
12c).

We independently estimate the average hydrate skin thickness (xavg) from 
the hydrate saturation (Sh), the gravimetric porosity (ϕgrav), and the gas‐brine 
interfacial area per porous medium volume (Ai):

 (8)

Brusseau et al. (2006, 2007) experimentally determined the relationship 
between the water saturation (Sl) and the interfacial area in sand packs 
during drainage. This area increases linearly with the water saturation with a 
slope dependent upon the grain size. For the sand used in this study Ai, in 
units of cm−1, is calculated by:

 (9)

This relationship is robust for both imbibition and drainage, which have 
fundamentally different pore‐filling processes. Therefore, we can assume 
that this relationship is also applicable to the intermittent gas flow in our 
experiments. The brine saturation at the end of Hydrate‐1, prior to hydrate 



formation (Sl = 1 − Sg), is 77%, which indicates an Ai equal to 34 cm−1 
(equation 9). From equation 8, we calculate that xavg equals 13.3 μm at the 
end of Hydrate‐1. This value is greater than predicted by our diffusion model 
(2.8 μm) at our experimental time scale but is similar to experimental 
observations (Taylor et al., 2007) of hydrate skins between 10 and 60 μm 
thick.

We interpret that, initially, hydrate formation occurs more rapidly than 
described by diffusion but decreases dramatically once the hydrate skin fully 
solidifies as has been observed (Davies et al., 2010; Taylor et al., 2007). It is 
also possible that the methane concentration gradient through the hydrate 
may be controlled by the hydrate cage occupancy in the presence of excess 
gas and excess water. This condition would increase the difference in 
methane concentration by a factor of 7.2 (Huo et al., 2003), which would 
increase the hydrate growth rate by a factor of 2.7; this increase results in a 
skin thickness of 7.6 μm after 85 hr, using the same parameters as above. 
While these results suggest that the early formation process is more 
complicated than can be described by simple diffusion, the net behavior is 
that a very thin hydrate skin forms quickly and that methane transport is 
very limited once this hydrate forms. As a result, the skin is thicker near the 
inlet, where it is older, and thinner at the outlet, where it is younger.

5.3 Salinity at Brine‐Hydrate Interface

As hydrate forms at the brine‐hydrate interface, salt is excluded and the 
local salinity increases. The salt concentration gradient drives salt diffusion 
away from the hydrate and competes with the hydrate‐driven salt flux to 
control the local salinity. We derived a salt flux that decreases with time and 
is equal to the mass of salt excluded by hydrate formation (Appendix E2). We
then solve for the salt concentration with distance from the hydrate over 
time with this salt source using Laplace transformation (Appendix E3). We 
assume a Dmequal to 10−15 m2 s−1 and a characteristic length (Lc) of 100 μm 
(approximately one third of a grain diameter). Immediately after initial 
hydrate formation (Figure 12d: blue line), the salinity increases at the brine‐
hydrate boundary, producing a concentration gradient near the hydrate skin 
that causes NaCl to diffuse away from the hydrate. As the hydrate skin 
grows, the hydrate formation rate and, subsequently, the salt source decline.
As a result, the salt gradient dissipates rapidly and the salinity rises across 
the characteristic length at an approximately uniform concentration (Figure 
12d: red, green, and pink lines). By the end of our experiments (85 hr), the 
bulk salinity reaches 7.2 wt % NaCl, which is far below Ceq(21 wt % NaCl).

Increasing hydrate formation rate, through a larger Dm or dCm or longer 
characteristic length, does not change the fundamental behaviors of the 
model: The salt loss due to diffusion quickly exceeds the salt source due to 
hydrate formation. As a result, we envision that the brine adjacent to the 
hydrate is well‐mixed with approximately uniform but gradually increasing 



salinity. This model shows that hydrate formation is primarily limited by 
methane diffusion across the hydrate skin.

5.4 Field Scale and Modeling Implications

The rapid diffusion of salt away from the hydrate skin produces different 
thermodynamic states on either side of the skin. On the gas side, hydrate, 
premeltwater (Figure 12a), and methane gas are present in three‐phase 
equilibrium. On the brine side, hydrate and brine at a salinity well below the 
three‐phase concentration are present in two‐phase equilibrium. Since 
methane transport through the skin is very slow, these states can coexist for 
tens to thousands of years. This transport limitation provides a mechanism 
for gas to coexist with water and hydrate at the pore‐scale within systems 
that are generally assumed to be at two‐phase (liquid‐hydrate) equilibrium 
conditions.

The formation of the hydrate skin, however, does not significantly impede 
gas flow through the sample. In our experiments, flow was maintained with 
the development of a pressure differential of approximately 0.1 MPa. In the 
field, the collection of a continuous, 10‐m gas column which; this is not an 
uncommon occurrence in active hydrocarbon regions (Boswell, Frye, et al., 
2012; Frye et al., 2012), would provide this pressure gradient. Thus, this 
mechanism could explain vertical gas migration far above the base of 
hydrate stability without requiring bulk thermodynamic equilibrium. This 
behavior is similar to a nonequilibrium flow model recently presented by Fu 
et al. (2018) and to hydrate formation on the walls of a fracture separating 
gas and water within the hydrate stability zone (Ginsburg & Soloviev, 1997; 
Riedel et al., 2006).

This behavior could generate the high hydrate saturations observed in the 
field. The hydrate saturation that we observed at laboratory time scales is 
low (11%), compared to field observations (60–90%). However, methane will 
continue to diffuse through the skin and form additional hydrate at the brine‐
hydrate interface. Over thousands of years this could significantly increase 
the bulk hydrate saturation. Additionally, we suspect this saturation is 
strongly dependent on the flow rate and expect lower flow rates, such as 
those observed in the field (Liu & Flemings, 2007; Torres et al., 2002), to 
produce higher hydrate saturations.

Finally, these results suggest that models that assume the gas, hydrate, and 
brine are at thermodynamic equilibrium at the core‐scale and larger (Darnell 
& Flemings, 2015; Liu & Flemings, 2007; Reagan & Moridis, 2008, 2009; 
Torres et al., 2004) may not capture the behaviors of gas transport and 
hydrate formation within the hydrate stability zone. A fundamental challenge
is to incorporate the core‐scale behaviors we observed into field‐scale 
models that describe hydrate formation in geologic systems.

6 Conclusions



We injected free methane gas into a brine‐saturated sand pack under 
hydrate‐stable conditions to form methane hydrate and observed temporary 
flow blockages throughout the experiments. On average, hydrate and free 
gas occupied 11% and 21% of the pore space, respectively. This hydrate 
saturation is much lower than predicted when assuming gas, hydrate, and 
brine are at three‐phase equilibrium in the sample (67%). We interpret that 
as free gas enters the sample, hydrate nucleates rapidly at the gas‐brine 
interface and forms a continuous barrier that separates the gas and brine 
phases. Occasionally, the hydrate skin fails due to the development of a 
significant pressure differential across the skin. This behavior leads to low 
saturations of gas and hydrate distributed throughout the sample.

A long‐standing question is how free gas migrates through the hydrate 
stability zone in geologic systems. We suggest that gas flow is assisted by 
the mechanical separation of gas and brine phases by a hydrate skin. Where 
gas is present, there is three‐phase equilibrium (gas, premelt, and hydrate), 
and, where brine is present, there is two‐phase equilibrium (brine and 
hydrate). Methane slowly diffuses through the hydrate from the gas to the 
brine and forms additional hydrate at the brine‐hydrate interface. Over 
geologic time, this transport process could result in high hydrate saturations 
distributed throughout the reservoir, as is observed in the field.
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Appendix A: Computed Tomography Porosity Distribution

The bulk density of the saturated ( ) and unsaturated ( ) samples are 
functions of the sample porosity (ϕ) and the solid grain (ρs), liquid brine (ρl), 
and methane gas (ρg) densities (Table E1):



(A1)

and

(A2)

We calculate the change in bulk density between the saturated and 
unsaturated samples, assuming constant porosity, by subtracting equation 
A2 from A1 and solving for the porosity:

(A3)

We solve for the CT‐derived sample porosity (ϕCT) by assuming that the CT 
attenuation of a material is linearly proportional to its density and rewriting 
equation A3 in terms of the saturated (CTwet) and unsaturated (CTdry) CT 
attenuations and the attenuation contrast between pure brine and methane 
(CTl − g):

(A4)

Since the CT attenuations of pure brine and methane are unknown, we 
determine CTl − g using the gravimetrically calculated bulk sample porosity 
(ϕgrav; section (2.2)) and the average values for CTwet and CTdry across the 
sample:

(A5)

Appendix B: CT Measurement Error Calibration

We quantify the CT measurement error (CTerr) by analyzing the attenuation 
data from the confining oil in 40 axial scans taken at experimental conditions
and at the same position and scanning parameters. We use median filters 
with radii ranging from 1 to 50 pixels to replace the value at each individual 
pixel with the median value of the surrounding pixels. We then calculate the 
average standard deviation of the whole data set, equivalent to CTerr, for 
each median filter size (Figure B1).



Figure B1

Standard deviation of the confining fluid computed tomography attenuation and equivalent density 
error at a range of median filter sizes (black dots). The dashed line indicates the power law fit of the 
data (equation B2). The red cross indicates the median filter size used during scan post processing.

We convert CTerr to an equivalent bulk density error ( ; Figure B1) using the
midpoint attenuation of the sample between the saturated and unsaturated 
scans (CTavg; 1061 Houndfield units) and the midpoint bulk density of the wet
and dry samples ( ; 1.84 g/cm3):

(B1)

The CT measurement error (Figure B1: black dots) decreases proportionally 
to the median filter size (Lfilt) according to the following power law (Figure B1:
black dashed line):

(B2)

We use a 10‐pixel median filter for our postprocessing as a balance between 
(1) standard‐deviation reduction, (2) mean preservation, (3) data retention, 
and (4) conservation of actual heterogeneity, similar to previous studies (Pini
et al., 2012; Seol & Kneafsey, 2009). With this filter, the CTerr ±13.4 
Houndsfield units and the density threshold is ±0.024 g/cm3 (Figure B1: red 
cross).

Appendix C: Mass Conversion and Volumetric Phase Ratios

We use mass balance to calculate the fraction of methane gas converted into
hydrate and the amounts of hydrate and gas present in our sample over 
time. We calculate the mass conservation ratio (Xconv) from

(C1)



(C2)

The phase densities and stoichiometric constants are shown in Table E1. We 
solve the volumetric injection ratio (Xinj) for the volume of methane injected 
(Vm = XinjVl) and substitute it into equations C1 and C2:

(C3)

and

(C4)

We calculate the volumetric hydrate (Xh) and gas (Xg) phase ratios using

(C5)

and

(C6)

We substitute equations C5 and C6 into equations C3 and C4, respectively, 
and solve for Xh and Xg:

(C7)

and

(C8)

We calculate the bulk gas (Sg) and hydrate (Sh) saturations assuming Vl = 1 
mL and Vaff = 100 mL at a range of injection ratios (Appendix D). We then 
use equations C3, C7, and C8 to calculate Xconv, Xh, and Xg as a function of 
Xinj. This analysis indicates that, with no hydrate conversion (Xconv = 0), Xinj = 
1, Xg = 1, and Xh = 0 and, with total hydrate conversion (Xconv = 1), Xinj = 
5.34, Xg = 0, and Xh = 4.93.

Appendix D: Mass Balance‐Derived Bulk Phase Saturations

We calculate the liquid brine (Sl), methane gas (Sg), and solid hydrate (Sh) 
bulk phase saturations within the affected volume using methane and brine 
mass balance and assuming the sum of the phases is equal to 1:

(D1)

(D2)

and



(D3)

We measure the volumes of brine removed (Vl) and methane injected (Vm) by
the change in volume on the syringe pumps. We determine affected volume 
(Vaff; section 2.5) using the CT scans. The initial brine salinity (Ci); assumed 
densities of the liquid (ρl), gas (ρg), and hydrate (ρh) phases; molecular 
masses of water (Mw), methane (Mm), and hydrate (Mh); and hydration 
number of Structure I methane hydrate (N) are shown in Table E1. We 
rearrange equations D1–D2 to isolate the unknowns:

(D4)

and

(D5)

We combine and simplify equations D4 and D5 to remove Sh:

(D6)

We combine and simplify equations D3 and D5 to remove Sh:

(D7)

We combine equations D6 and D7 to remove Sl and solve for Sg:

(D8)

We solve equation D7 for Sl and use equation D8 to calculate Sg within 
equation D9:

(D9)

We then solve equation D3 for the bulk hydrate saturation:

(D10)

Appendix E: Hydrate‐Driven Salt Flux and Salt Concentration within a Finite 
Domain

E1. Hydrate Skin Growth

We derive an analytical solution for the thickness of the hydrate skin (x) over
time (t) using a simple, one‐dimensional model for methane diffusion across 
the hydrate skin. We assume the following: (1) Methane transport occurs by 
diffusion through the solid hydrate; (2) the methane concentration at the 
gas‐hydrate interface equals the methane gas solubility in water ( ); (3) the
methane concentration at the brine‐hydrate interface equals the hydrate 



solubility in water ( ); and (4) the diffusion rate can be approximated by a 
linear methane concentration profile across the hydrate. All the methane 
diffused through the hydrate forms additional hydrate, such that

(E1)

Equation E1 is integrated to solve for the hydrate skin thickness (x):

(E2)

E2. Hydrate Driven Salt Flux

We derive an analytical solution for the salt flux (qsalt) at the brine‐hydrate 
interface due to additional hydrate formation at that boundary. As the 
hydrate skin thickness increases due to hydrate formation (equation E2), it 
excludes salt into the brine at the interface and elevates the local salinity. 
We evaluate qsalt using

(E3)

We assume the water converted into hydrate comes from the brine near the 
brine‐hydrate interface and that the salinity of that brine is equal to the 
initial salinity (Ci). We calculate the rate of hydrate formation (qh) using

(E4)

where dx/dt is the derivative of the hydrate thickness (equation E2) with 
respect to time:



(E5)

We substitute equation E5 into equation E4 and get

(E6)

We then substitute equation E6 into equation E3 to solve for the salt flux:

(E7)

E3. Salt Concentration Profile Over Time

We use the salt flux (qsalt; equation E7) as a salt source at the brine‐hydrate 
interface and derive a solution for the salt concentration with distance from 
the hydrate boundary (x) and time (t). The salt concentration (C) in the brine 
domain starts at initial concentration (Ci):

(E8)

The governing equation for the change in salt concentration is

(E9)

We impose a no transport boundary at the far edge of the brine domain:

(E10)

The boundary condition at the brine‐hydrate interface is

(E11)

We substitute C* for C in equations E8–E11, where C* = C − Ci, and apply a 
Laplace transform to yield

(E12)

(E13)

(E14)

s is the Laplace transform parameter with respect to time, and A is

(E15)



We find the solution to equations E12–E14:

(E16)

We obtain the solution to the salt concentration in actual time domain by 
applying a numerical inverse Laplace transform to equation E16 (Hoog et al.,
1982).
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